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Abstract— This paper presents EMP ROF, a new method
for profiling the performance impact of the memory subsystem
without any support on, or interference with, the profiled system.
Rather than rely on hardware support and/or software instrumentation on the profiled system, EMP ROF analyzes the system’s
EM emanations to identify processor stalls that are associated
with last-level cache (LLC) misses. This enables EMP ROF to
accurately pinpoint LLC misses in the execution timeline and to
measure the cost (stall time) of each miss. Since EMP ROF has
zero “observer effect”, so it can be used to profile applications
that adjust their activity to their performance. It has no overhead
on target machine, so it can be used for profiling embedded,
hand-held, and IoT devices which usually have limited support
for collecting, and limited resources for storing, the profiling data.
Finally, since EMP ROF can profile the system as-is, its profiling
of boot code and other hard-to-profile software components is
as accurate as its profiling of application code. To illustrate the
effectiveness of EMP ROF, we first validate its results using microbenchmarks with known memory behavior, and also on SPEC
benchmarks running a cycle-accurate simulator that can provide
detailed ground-truth data about LLC misses and processor
stalls. We then demonstrate the effectiveness of EMP ROF on
real systems, including profiling of boot activity, show how its
results can be attributed to the specific parts of the application
code when that code is available, and provide additional insight
on the statistics reported by EMP ROF and how they are affected
by the EM signal bandwidth provided to EMP ROF.
Index Terms—EM side-channel, last-level cache, main memory, memory profiling, EM emanation, system profiling, cycleaccurate simulation, code attribution

I. I NTRODUCTION
The disparity between processor and memory speed, known
as “memory gap” would be a major performance detractor
without multiple levels of caches. Of particular importance is
the last level cache (LLC) which is the largest and slowest
of the cache levels but still has an order of magnitude
faster access time than a main memory access. Consequently,
optimization approaches such as prefetching try to increase
the percentage of memory references that result in cache
hits, while methods that improve Instruction Level Parallelism
(ILP) and Memory Level Parallelism (MLP) try to hide the
latency of cache misses [1]. However, in many applications,
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such as databases, web servers, scientific algorithms, and
modern data analytics 50% to 80% of CPU cycles are still
spent on stalling caused by LLC misses [2], [3].
Memory profiling approaches are designed to help programmers and system developers characterize the memory behavior
of a program, and this information can then be used by
the compiler and/or programmer to improve performance [4],
[5]. In general, simulation, hardware support, and program
instrumentation are three main methods of profiling cache
behavior. Cache simulation can help identify general locality
problems that would cause performance degradation on cachebased systems in general [6], but is typically much slower than
native execution and fails to model the complex architectural
details of modern LLCs and their interaction with memory.
Hardware support typically takes the form of hardware performance counters, which are counting actual microarchitectural
events as they occur without significant performance overheads
due to counting itself [7]. However, an interrupt is needed
to attribute a counted event to a specific part of the code,
which would cause major performance degradation if every
event is attributed. Instead, a sampling method is used, typically by interrupting each time the count reaches some preprogrammed threshold T , to provide statistical attribution of
the events [7]–[10]. This creates a trade-off between 1) the
granularity at which events are attributed, and 2) the overhead
introduced by profiling and the distortion of results by profiling
activity itself [11]–[13]. Program instrumentation methods can
also be a powerful memory profiling approach [14], [15], but
they have a similar trade-off between precision/granularity and
overhead/disruption.
Problems associated with hardware counters and/or program instrumentation are exacerbated in real-time and cyberphysical systems, where programs have to meet real-time
deadlines, and thus often change behavior depending on their
own performance. In such systems, the overheads and memory
access pattern interference caused by profiling activity lead the
profiled program execution to no longer be representative of
the profiling-free execution. Moreover, while high-end processors provide counters and have excess performance that can be
used for profiling activity, in many embedded and internet-ofthings (IoT) systems, cost and form-factor limitations mandate
use of simpler processors that lack the needed performance
counter support and/or cannot keep up with their regular
workload if profiling activity is added to it.

Finally, memory profiling based on counting events, such
as LLC misses, collect information that is only a proxy
for the actual performance impact of these events, and in
many cases it would be more useful to account for the
actual stall activity these events cause rather than the number of the events. To overcome this challenge, some highend processors provide stalled-cycles-frontend and
stalled-cycles-backend performance counters that allow measurement of the overall number of stall cycles in a
period of time, but to limit performance impact and interference these are not attributed to individual LLC miss events.
If such stall-time accounting could be attributed to individual
LLC misses, it would provide better understanding of which
misses are the most costly in terms of performance, and it
would also provide tail latencies among LLC misses (misses
whose latency is much higher than average), which would help
when trying to debug real-time behavior of many embedded
and IoT systems.
In this paper we introduce EMP ROF, a new approach to profile memory and its impact on performance. Unlike previous
profiling approaches, EMP ROF monitors the electromagnetic
(EM) emanations produced by the processor as it executes
instructions. By continuously analyzing these EM emanations,
EMP ROF identifies where in the signal’s timeline each period
of stalling begins and ends, allowing it to both identify the
memory events that affect performance the most (LLC misses)
and measure the actual performance impact of each such
event (or overlapping group of events). Because EMP ROF
is completely external to the profiled system, it does not
change the behavior of the profiled system in any way, and
requires no hardware support, no memory or other resources,
and no instrumentation on the profiled system. Finally, we
show how EMP ROF and Spectral Profiling [16] can be applied
to the same EM signal to attribute each event/stall identified
by EMP ROF to the loop-level regions of code (identified by
Spectral Profiling) in which that event occurs.
The key contributions of this paper are:
•

•
•

A new memory performance profiling method that can
be applied without any impact (or even contact with) the
profiled system,
A proof-of-concept implementation of this profiling
method,
An experimental validation and evaluation of this profiler
on cycle-accurate simulation and on three real-world
systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses some background information on memory
stalls and EM side-channel, Section III provides an overview
of how memory accesses are reflected in the side-channel signal, Section IV describes the proposed proof-of-concept implementation of EMP ROF, Section V describes the methodology
used for validating profiling results from EMP ROF, Section VI
presents the results of our experimental evaluation, Section VII
reviews the related state-of-the-art, and Section VIII presents
some concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND
A. Side-Channel Signals from Processor Activity
Curent flow caused by switching activity results in unintended electromagnetic (EM) emanations [17]. Traditionally,
these emanations were used as a side-channel for recovering
sensitive data, such as stealing the secret keys during execution
of cryptographic algorithms [18]–[22].
More recently, EM emanations and other physical side
channels (e.g. variation in power consumption over time)
have also been used to detect anomalous (e.g. malwareaffected) execution [23]–[26] and to attribute execution to a
specific part of the application [16], [27]. Specifically, Spectral
Profiling [16] compares short-term spectra of EM emanations
to those obtained during training to recognize which loopgranularity region of code the signal corresponds to. One of
the main reasons for using spectra rather than the time-domain
signal itself was to make signal matching resilient against
the effects of microarchitectural events, but unfortunately this
also makes such spectral approaches unsuitable for EMP ROF,
whose goal is to identify specific microarchitectural events
(stalls caused by LLC misses). In ZOP [27], the time-domain
signal is used to reconstruct the execution path with a finer
granularity by testing against multiple (many) hypotheses
about which path in the program was taken and using signal
matching to determine which of those paths is the most
likely. This ZOP-style matching based on hypothetical path
exploration has a very high computational cost, and can only
be applied to short bursts of execution, so it is not suitable for
memory profiling of real systems.
Unlike prior methods that attribute execution to a specific
part of the code based on signal similarity to previously
recorded examples of signals that correspond to each part of
the code, EMP ROF relies on an observation that the processor’s circuitry exhibits much less switching activity when a
processor has been stalled for a while.
B. Processor Stalls Caused by Cache Misses
In general, a processor has two types of stalls. Front-end
stalls occur when the front-end of the processor cannot fetch
instructions, e.g. because of a miss in the instruction cache
(I$), and the processor is fully stalled when it completes
instructions it already fetched but still cannot fetch new ones.
This typically occurs for hundreds of cycles when the I$ miss
is also a miss in the LLC (which is typically unified for
instructions and data) and thus experiences the main memory
latency. Back-end stalls occur when the processor cannot retire
an instruction for a while, e.g. because of a data cache (D$)
miss, and the processor is fully stalled when it runs out of
one or more of its resources (such as ROB entries, load-store
queue entries, etc.) and can no longer fetch new instructions.
This typically occurs for hundreds of cycles when the D$ miss
is also an LLC miss and thus experiences the main memory
latency.
In a sophisticated out-of-order processor, the fully-stalled
condition is averted for tens of cycles because the processor

already has many tens of instructions in various stages of
completion when an I$ miss occurs, and because it has plentiful resources when the D$ miss occurs. The exact number
of cycles during which the processor can keep busy depends
on the program and the processor’s microarchitectural state at
the point of the miss, but an LLC miss has latencies in the
hundreds of cycles and thus typically still results in numerous
fully-stalled cycles. Most resource-constrained devices, such
as IoT and hand-held devices, use simple in-order cores that
need less power and produce less heat [28], [29], but can avert
a full stall for fewer cycles during an LLC miss. These simple
cores are superscalar and still can benefit from ILP and MLP
by dispatching and executing multiple instructions in-order
and send more than one memory request on multiple read
channels to multi-banked LLC. Because non-stalled cycles
during a cache miss (by exploiting ILP) have far less impact on
performance than stalled cycles, and because multiple cache
misses that are in progress concurrently (by exploiting MLP)
result in fewer overall number of stalled cycles than if these
misses were handled with no overlap, accounting for the
processor’s stalled time rather than counting its LLC cache
misses provides better insight into how (and why) LLC misses
affect a program’s performance. The role of this variable
memory latency in performance prediction is studied in [30],
[31]. Hardware counters indicating stall cycles due to off-chip
memory accesses are used to estimate this latency [32]. Our
focus in this paper will be primarily on accounting for and
attributing stalled cycles, but for clarity of presentation we
will often use the term MISS to refer to a sequence of stalled
cycles that are all caused by one LLC miss or even by several
highly-overlapped LLC misses. Also, we will often use the
term MISS LATENCY to refer to the number of stalled cycles
that are all caused by one LLC miss or even by several highlyoverlapped LLC misses.
III. OVERVIEW OF EMP ROF
A. Side-Channel Signal During a Processor Stall
Since changes in the EM signal variation are mostly caused
by changes in circuit activity, this means that long stalls will
have signals that are relatively stable from cycle to cycle, and

that the signals during different long stalls will be similar
to each other and very different to signals coming from a
busy processor. Our actual measurements confirm this, with
the dashed blue line in Figure 1 showing the magnitude of a
time-domain signal acquired with a 40 MHz bandwidth around
the clock frequency (1.008 GHz) of the ARM Cortex-A8
processor on the A13-OLinuXino-MICRO IoT single-board
computer [33]. Also shown (solid red line) in Figure 1 is
the moving average of the signal. The part of the signal that
corresponds to the processor stall is between the two dotted
vertical lines in Figure 1, and the duration of this part of the
signal is ∆t. This duration can be determined from the signal
by multiplying the number of samples in that interval with
the duration of a sample period, and the number of cycles this
stall corresponds to can be computed by multiplying ∆t with
the processor’s clock frequency.
B. Memory Access in Simulated Side-channel Signal
This section reviews the types of stalls that we have
observed in the side-channel signals. We begin with signals
obtained by modeling power consumption in a cycle-accurate
architectural simulator SESC [34], because the simulator can
provide us with the ground-truth information about the exact
cycle in which the miss is detected, in which the resulting
stall begins, and in which the stall ends. We model a 4wide in-order processor, with two levels of caches with random replacement policies, which mimics the behavior of the
processors encountered in many IoT and hand-held devices.
We collect the average power consumption for each 20-cycle
interval, which corresponds to a 50 MHz sampling rate for a
1 GHz processor.
To observe how the side-channel signal is affected by
different types of cache misses, a small application was created
that performs loads from different cache lines in an array. The
size of the array can be changed in order to produce cache
misses in different levels of the cache hierarchy. Two signals
that correspond to the same part of the code are shown in
Figure 2. Figure 2a corresponds to an L1 D$ miss that is
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Fig. 2. (a) LLC hit stalls and (b) LLC miss stalls in SESC simulator.

(a) Stalls can be avoided for some LLC misses.

(b) Stalls for coinciding misses overlap.

Fig. 3. Some LLC miss events produce no invididually attributable stalls.

an LLC hit containing a very brief stall, during which the
processor core consumes very little power because none of
its major units are active. In contrast, Figure 2b corresponds
to an LLC miss having order-of-magnitude longer low-powerconsumption period that corresponds to a much longer stall.
When the sampling rate is reduced, each data point (sample)
in the signal corresponds to an increased number of cycles,
and thus shorter stalls become increasingly difficult to find
in the signal. The long stalls that correspond to LLC misses,
however, still contain multiple signal samples that allow the
stall to be identified. The reduction in the signal’s sampling
rate does, however, reduce the signal measurement resolution
of the duration of those stalls - e.g. with one signal sample
per 20 processor cycles, the duration of the stall can be “read”
from the signal only in 20-cycle increments.
We have confirmed that the power signal produced by SESC
drops to its full-stall level only a number of cycles after
the miss occurs, after the processor runs out of useful work.
As explained before, this occurs either when the processor
suffers an I$ miss and eventually completes the instructions
it did fetch prior to that, or when the processor has a D$
miss, finishes all the work that could be done without freeing
any pipeline resources, and eventually cannot fetch any more
instructions until the miss “drains” out of the pipeline.
Figure 3a shows a signal that corresponds to several consecutive LLC misses. When the first miss occurs, the processor
still has a lot of resources and its activity continues largely
unaffected by the miss. During this activity, several other
LLC misses occur and eventually the first miss ends while
the processor is still busy and has not stalled yet. This allows
the processor to fetch more instructions, staying busy until
the second LLC miss ends, etc. until eventually the processor
encounters a miss during which it does run out of resources
and is forced to stall. Since the first several LLC misses in
this example do not cause any stall activity, a detector of
LLC misses based on identifying the resulting stalls in the

signal will fail to detect those misses, which will cause undercounting of LLC miss events. However, since those misses
do not introduce stalls, their impact on performance is much
lower compared to stall-inducing misses, so the signal-based
reporting of miss-induced stalls in this example would still be
close to the actual performance impact of these misses.
Another situation in which the LLC miss count would be
under-reported involves overlapping LLC misses. One example of such a situation is shown in Figure 3b, where an I$
access and a D$ access are both LLC misses that overlap and
the processor is stalled during that overlapped time. When
analyzing the side-channel signal to identify stalls caused by
LLC misses, this usually results in reporting only one stall,
which would be counted as one LLC miss. If the goal of the
profiling is to actually count LLC misses, rather than account
for their impact on performance, this will cause under-counting
of LLC misses. However, this situation is a typical example
where the MLP allows the performance penalties of multiple
LLC misses to overlap with each other, and the resulting
overall performance impact is not much worse than if there
was only one LLC miss, so the signal-based reporting of how
many long stalls occur and the performance impact of each
such stall still very accurately tracks the actual performance
impact of the LLC misses.
C. Memory Access in Physical EM Side-channel Signal
We now run the same small application on Olimex A13OLinuXino-MICRO [33], an IoT prototyping board. We use a
near-field magnetic probe to measure the board’s EM emanations centered around the processor’s clock frequency. Even
though we are using EM emanations from a real system,
rather than power consumption from a simulated system, stalls
produced by cache misses in this system still produce signal
patterns (Figure 4) similar to that observed for the simulator
- stalls cause a significant decline in signal magnitude. The
stalls produced by most LLC misses lasts around 300 ns, with
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Fig. 5. Memory refresh in Olimex IoT device, with (a) memory refresh
replacing LLC miss, (b) zoomed-in memory refresh.

small variations that are likely due to variations in how much
work the processor can do until it stalls after encountering an
LLC miss.
However, the stalls caused by LLC misses exhibit several
behaviors that were not encountered in the simulator because
it used a simplified model of the main memory. One such
behavior, shown in Figure 5, occurs when an LLC miss occurs
while the memory is performing its periodic refresh activity.
We observed that a stall for an LLC miss that coincides
with a memory refresh lasts approximately 2-3 µs, and this
situation occurs approximately at least every 70 µs for the
on-board H5TQ2G63BFR SDRAM chip [35]. Since these
stalls do affect program performance and (especially) the tail
latency of memory accesses, we count them (and account
for their performance impact) separately when reporting our
experimental results.

Because cache misses occur at a time when the processor
is busy, the signal shape at the point of the miss changes
significantly depending on the surrounding instructions and
the processor’s schedule for executing them. Therefore, rather
than attempting to recognize the signal that corresponds to
the misses themselves, which would require extensive training
for each point in the code where the misses can occur, EMP ROF detects the signal activity that corresponds to a stalled
processor. The first step in this detection is to normalize the
signal to compensate for the variation among different devices,
measurement setup, etc. For example, we have found that
even small changes in probe/antenna position can dramatically
change the overall magnitude of the received signal. However,
this change largely consists of a constant multiplicative factor
that is applied to the entire signal. Similarly, the voltage
provided by the profiled system’s power supply vary over time.
The impact of power supply variations on the EM emanations
is largely that signal strength changes in magnitude over time.
EMP ROF compensates for these effects by tracking a moving
minimum and maximum of the signal’s magnitude and using
them to normalize the signal’s magnitude to a range between
0 (which corresponds to the moving minimum) and 1 (which
corresponds to the moving maximum). EMP ROF then identifies each significant dip in the signal whose duration exceeds a
threshold. The threshold is selected to be significantly shorter
than the LLC latency but significantly longer than typical onchip latencies.
One of the key advantages of EMP ROF is that it can
efficiently identify LLC-miss-induced processor stalls without
any a-priori knowledge about or training on the specific
program code that is being profiled. This enables EMP ROF
to profile execution equally well regardless of the program
analysis tools and infrastructure available for the target system
and software. One specific example of this versatility is that
EMP ROF can be used for memory profiling of the system’s
boot from its very beginning, even before the processor’s
performance monitoring features are initialized and before the
software infrastructure for saving the profiling information is
loaded.
V. VALIDATION OF EMP ROF
EMP ROF’s goal is to identify in the side-channel’s signal
each LLC miss that stalls processor and to measure the
duration of that stall. Since existing profiling methods do
not operate at such level of detail, validation of EMP ROF
is a non-trivial problem. One problem is that hardware performance counters, such as LLC-load-misses, count all
LLC miss events, including those that cause no stalls and
those that overlap with other misses. Another problem is that
their accuracy is reduced by either high interference with the
profiled execution (when sampling the counter value often) or
significant sampling error (when sampling the counter value
rarely), so they are not very effective for relatively brief
periods of execution. One illustration of this is that, as will be
reported in more detail in Section VI, when using perf [10]

TABLE I
S PECIFICATIONS OF E XPERIMENTAL D EVICES
Specifications

Alcatel

Processor
QSa MSM8909
Frequency
1.1 GHz
#Cores
4
ARM Core
Cortex-A7
a Qualcomm Snapdragon
b Allwinner

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Samsung

Olimex

QSa MSM7625A
800 MHz
1
Cortex-A5

AWb A13 SoC
1.008 GHz
1
Cortex-A8

/ / p e r f o r m page t o u c h
f or (# pages to be used )
l o a d ( page ( c a c h e l i n e 0 ) )
e x e c b l a n k l o o p ( ) / / empty f o r loop
/ / p e r f o r m memory l o a d s
/ / TM: T o t a l M i s s e s r e q u e s t e d
w h i l e ( n u m a c c e s s e s ! = TM)
page = rand ( )
cache line = rand ( )
a d d r = p a g e * PAGE SIZE + c a c h e l i n e * CACHE LINE SIZE
load ( addr )
/ / CM: C o n s e c u t i v e M i s s e s o c c u r r i n g i n g r o u p s
i f ( n u m a c c e s s e s % CM == 0 )
micro function call ()
n u m a c c e s s e s ++
e x e c b l a n k l o o p ( ) / / empty f o r loop

Fig. 6. Pseudocode of the microbenchmark.

on Olimex A13-OLinuXino-MICRO to count LLC misses for
a small application that was designed to generate only 1024
cache misses, the number of misses reported by perf had an
average of 32,768 and a standard deviation of 14,543.
Thus, we validate EMP ROF’s results in two ways. First, we
engineer a microbenchmark that generates a desired number of
LLC misses and compare EMP ROF’s reported LLC miss count
to an a-priori-known number of misses. Second, we apply
EMP ROF to the power side-channel signal generated through
cycle-accurate simulation, and then compare EMP ROF’s results to the simulator-reported ground truth information about
where the misses occur in the signal’s timeline and where the
resulting stall begins and ends.
A. Experimental Setup
To demonstrate EMP ROF’s ability to profile LLC misses,
we ran the engineered microbenchmark on Android-based
cell phones - Samsung Galaxy Centura SCH-S738C [36]
and Alcatel Ideal [37], and on the Olimex A13-OLinuXinoMICRO [33] IoT prototype board. More detail on these three
devices is provided in Table I.
In our experimental setup, the signals received using a small
magnetic probe are recorded using a Keysight N9020A MXA
spectrum analyzer [38]. The spectrum analyzer was used for
initial studies as it has built-in support to visualize signals
in real-time, offers a range of measurement bandwidth and
perform basic time-domain analysis.

B. Validation by Microbenchmarking
We implement a microbenchmark (Figure 6 which generates
a known pattern of memory references leading to LLC misses.
The access pattern of the microbenchmark can be adjusted to
produce LLC misses in groups, where the number of LLC
misses in a group and the amount of non-miss activity between
groups can be controlled. We refer to the total number of
expected LLC misses as TM and the number of LLC misses
consecutively in groups as CM. For example, if TM=100
and CM=10, the microbenchmark creates 10 groups of 10
consecutive LLC misses, each group separated by a microfunction call.
First, every page is accessed once to avoid encountering
page faults later. Then the microbenchmark executes a tight
for loop with no memory accesses. The signal that corresponds to this loop has a very stable signal pattern that can
be easily recognized, which allows us to identify the point in
the signal where this loop ends and the part of the application
with LLC miss activity begins.
Next the microbenchmark executes a section of code that
contains the LLC misses. The access pattern accesses cacheblock-aligned array elements (so that each access is to a different cache block), with randomization designed to defeat any
stride-based pre-fetching that may be present in the processor.
Finally, another tight for loop allows us to easily identify
the point in the signal at which the carefully engineered LLC
miss activity has ended.
Figure 7a shows the overall EM signal from one execution of this microbenchmark on the Olimex A13-OLinuXinoMICRO board. The “memory accesses” portion of the signal
includes many LLC misses, which occur in groups of 10, i.e.
CM=10. A zoom-in that shows the signal for one such group
of 10 LLC misses is also shown in Figure 7b.
Because the number of misses in the “memory accesses”
section of the microbenchmark is known, and because this
section can easily be isolated in the signal, we can apply
EMP ROF to this section and compare the LLC miss count it
reports to the actual LLC miss count the section is known to
produce. The results of this comparison were used to compute
EMP ROF’s accuracy shown in Table II. On all microbenchmarks the accuracy of EMP ROF’s LLC miss counting is above
99%, with an average of 99.52%.
C. Validation by Cycle-Accurate Architectural Simulation
To evaluate EMP ROF’s ability to measure the duration of
each LLC-miss-induced stall, and to assess the impact of
TABLE II
ACCURACY OF EMP ROF FOR MICROBENCHMARKS ON A LCATEL CELL
PHONE , S AMSUNG CELL PHONE AND O LIMEX I OT DEVICE
Benchmark
#TM #CM
256
1
256
5
1024
10
4096
50

Alcatel
99.61%
100%
99.41%
99.83%

Devices
Samsung
99.22%
99.61%
99.61%
99.71%

Olimex
99.61%
99.22%
99.51%
98.98%
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Fig. 7. EM signal from single microbenchmark run on Olimex device.

overlapping LLC misses, we use a simulator configuration that
mimics the processor and cache architecture of the Olimex
A13 OLinuXino-MICRO board. The simulator is enhanced to
produce a power consumption trace that will be used as a
side-channel signal in EMP ROF, and also to produce a trace
of when (in which cycle) each LLC miss is detected and when
the resulting stall (if there is a stall) begins and ends.
We first run the same microbenchmarks we ran on the
Olimex board and compare the two signals (Figure 8). We
observe that, although one signal is produced by the simulator’s (unit-level) accounting of energy consumption and
the other is produced by actually receiving EM emanations
from a real processor (Figure 8b), the relevant aspects of the
two signals are similar in nature - the loops used to mark
the beginning and ending of the “memory accesses” section
in the microbenchmark are clearly visible and can be easily
identified in the signal, and the LLC misses themselves exhibit
similar behavior in the signal. The most prominent difference
between the two overall signals is that the start-up and teardown involves much more activity on the real system than
on the simulator (Figure 8a), primarily because the simulation
begins at the entry point and ends at the exit point of the
microbenchmark’s executable, whereas in the real system the
start-up and tear-down also involves system activity, e.g. to
load and prepare the executable for execution before any of
the executable’s instructions are executed.
Having determined that the simulator’s power signal is
a reasonable proxy of the real system’s EM signal for the
purposes of EMP ROF validation, we proceed to run the
microbenchmarks and several SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks in
the simulator, analyze the resulting power signals in EMP ROF,
and compare EMP ROF’s results to the ground-truth results
recorded by the simulator. The results of this comparison are
shown in Table III in terms of accuracy of the reported LLC
miss count and the reported LLC-miss-induced stall cycles.

D. Validation by Monitoring Main Memory’s Signals
Finally, we wanted to systematically verify that the stalls
reported by EMP ROF coincide with actual memory activity.
Intuitively, when a memory request is getting fulfilled by the
main memory, the activity level in main memory should increase. Similar to how we receive the EM emanations from the
processor, we can also receive the EM emanations from main
memory. By receiving the two signals simultaneously and
checking whether the dips in the processor’s signal coincide
with memory activity, we can gain additional confidence that
the dips detected by EMP ROF are indeed a consequence of
LLC misses.
Unfortunately, not every device is emenable to such dualprobing - the processor and memory tend to be physically close
to each other, so the physical placement of both probes is a
challenge. However, we found that on the Olimex board, the
processor and memory are relatively spaced apart, allowing

TABLE III
ACCURACY OF EMP ROF ON SIMULATOR DATA FOR BENCHMARKS
Benchmark
#TM #CM
256
1
256
5
1024
10
4096
50
ammp
bzip2
crafty
equake
gzip
mcf
parser
twolf
vortex
vpr

Miss Accuracy(%)
Stall Accuracy(%)
Microbenchmark
97.7
99.3
97.8
99.3
99.4
99.9
99.8
99.8
SPEC CPU2000
99.67
98.4
95.2
99.96
99.31
100
93.2
98.5
99.96
99.8
99.9
99.5
99.9
99.7
99.16
100
99.04
99.9
100
99.24
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(a) An entire microbenchmark run. Solid red arrows indicate the LLC-missintensive part, while dashed black arrows indicate the identifier loops).

(b) Zoom-in to the LLC-miss-intensive part with CM=10.

Fig. 8. Comparison of signals from the SESC simulator and actual Olimex A13-OLinuXino-MICRO IoT device.

simultaneous probing with no interference. We additionally
use a passive probe to measure the CAS pin activity off a
resistor, and this experimental setup is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 10a shows the magnitude of processor’s and memory’s side-channel signal for CM=10 to the main memory that
are separated by non-memory activity. We observe that an
LLC miss causes the processor’s signal magnitude to drop
significantly (Figure 10b), while the memory request caused
by the LLC miss result in a sudden burst of memory activity.
Finally, one may intuitively expect that the memory’s EM
signal might be a better indicator of LLC misses than the
processor’s signal. Unfortunately, this is not true - while it is
true that memory activity occurs on each LLC miss, memory
activity also occurs due to DMA transfers, DRAM refreshes,
and many other reasons that are completely unrelated to LLC

misses. Furthermore, by measuring stalls in the processor’s
EM signal, we obtain information that is more relevant for
performance optimizations - how often the processor stalls due
to LLC misses and how long these stalls last.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of EMP ROF on real-world
applications, it was additionally applied to ten SPEC CPU2000
benchmarks [39] on the two Android cellphones and one IoT
device. The integer SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks were chosen
as they display a range of realistic memory behaviors [4].
The final results of SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks were
recorded using near-field magnetic probe, by first downconverting the signal using a ThinkRF Real Time Spectrum
Analyzer WSA5000 [40] and then digitizing the signal using
a computer fitted with two PX14400 high speed digitizer
boards from Signatec [41]. This was needed because the
N9020A MXA has a limit on how long it can continuously
record a signal, and most SPEC benchmarks execution times
significantly exceed this limit.
A. Profiling Results

Fig. 9. Measurement setup for simultaneous monitoring of the processor’s
emanations and memory signals.

Table IV shows the results for the total number of LLC
cache misses and the number of stall cycles (as a percentage
of the benchmark’s execution time), as reported by EMP ROF
for each benchmark on each target device.
The number of LLC misses is much lower for the Alcatel
cellphone than for the other two devices, mainly because the
LLC in Alcatel is 1 MB while Olimex and Samsung device
both have a 256 KB LLC, so the LLC miss rate for Alcatel
can be expected to be much lower. Samsung device’s processor
has a hardware prefetcher, so it is able to avoid some of the
LLC misses that occur in the Olimex device, and therefore
the number of misses Olimex can be expected to be higher
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Fig. 10. EM side-channel emanations from the processor (solid blue) and memory (dotted black) for a microbenchmark with CM=10.
TABLE IV
S TATISTICS OF TOTAL LLC MISSES AND TOTAL PERCENTAGE LATENCY IN EXECUTION TIME OBTAINED FROM EMP ROF FOR A LCATEL CELL PHONE ,
S AMSUNG CELL PHONE AND O LIMEX I OT DEVICE

Benchmark
#TM
256
256
1024
4096

#CM
1
5
10
50

ammp
bzip2
crafty
equake
gzip
mcf
parser
twolf
vortex
vpr
Average

Total LLC Misses
Miss Latency (%Total Time)
Devices
Devices
Alcatel
Samsung
Olimex
Alcatel
Samsung
Olimex
Microbenchmark
257
254
255
0.92
3.57
9.44
256
255
258
1.15
4.06
10.10
1030
1020
1029
1.00
4.19
9.88
4103
4084
4138
2.05
4.55
10.25
SPEC CPU2000
20511
280141
174142
2.42
7.59
9.06
451103
3353123
5932148
2.15
1.04
6.59
314385
901153
675781
2.44
0.38
1.52
627734
2138132
5925404
2.68
0.61
7.49
152264
1001392
513256
1.11
0.39
1.21
303365
895295
546714
5.22
7.18
3.28
365412
1934334
2318384
2.19
3.39
8.63
35086
1014888
228465
1.03
4.84
3.00
235667
897317
533784
3.63
2.03
2.9
4970
100750
203130
0.09
0.23
0.6
251049.7
1251652.5
1705120.8
2.3
2.77
4.43

than in the Samsung phone even though their LLCs have the
same size. Additionally, the processor in the Olimex board has
a higher clock frequency than the processor in the Samsung
phone, while their main memory latencies (in nanoseconds) are
very similar, creating more stall time per miss in the Olimex
board and also allowing fewer LLC misses to be completely
hidden by overlapping them with useful work in the processor.
While the total stall cycles provides an indication of how
performance is affected by LLC misses overall, a key benefit
of EMP ROF is that it also provides information about the stall
time of each LLC miss. Figure 11 shows the histogram of LLC
miss latencies observed on the three devices for the SPEC
CPU2000 benchmark mcf. Most stalls are brief in duration,
mostly due to the processor’s ability to keep busy as the miss
is being serviced, as explained before in Section III. However,
a significant number of stalls last hundreds of cycles, and we

observe that, compared to the IoT board, the two phones have
a thicker “tail” in the stall time histogram.
B. Effect of Varying Measurement Bandwidth
During our initial study, we tested the effect of a varying
measurement bandwidth from 20 MHz, 40 MHz, 60 MHz, 80
MHz and 160 MHz. Low measurement bandwidth may not
introduce enough samples to exemplify the cache miss feature,
and with increasing measurement bandwidth, an increase in
sampling rate correlates to a better and more accurate detection
of LLC miss and its associated latencies. Figure 12 illustrates
this effect for Alcatel cell phone and A13-OLinuXino-MICRO
running SPEC CPU2000 mcf benchmark. In the IoT device,
a lower sampling rate mostly results in less accurate stall
latency determination. However, for the Alcatel cell phone the
lowest sampling rates also prevent detection of many LLCinduced stalls, such that at 20 MHz EMP ROF detects only
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the very few stalls that have extremely long durations (their
average duration is 1100 clock cycles). For both devices,
the average stall time stabilizes at 60 MHz or more of
measurement bandwidth, indicating that bandwidth equivalent
to only 6% of the processor’s clock frequency is sufficient to
allow identification of LLC-miss-induced stalls in the signal.
C. Profiling Boot Sequence
One of the most promising aspects of EMP ROF is its ability
to profile hard-to-profile runs, such as the boot sequence of the
device. Figure 13 shows the rate of total LLC misses as time
progresses for two boot-ups of the IoT device. These results
can be used to, for example, decide whether memory locality
optimization should be considered as a way to speed up the
boot of the device.
D. Code Attribution
While accurately profiling stalls due to LLC misses in execution time provides very valuable insight into performance,
it would be even more helpful for developers to be able to
identify in which parts of the code these LLC misses and

stalls are happening. Ideally, such attribution of misses to code
would also be based on the EM signal, to retain the zerointerference advantages of EMP ROF. Several methods that
attribute parts of the signal to application code have been
reported in the literature, including Spectral Profiling [16],
EDDIE [26], which can attribute parts of the signal to the
code at the granularity of loops, and even ZOP [27], which can
achieve fine-grain attribution of signal time to code albeit that
requires much more computation so it may not be feasible for
long stretches of execution. By applying one such scheme and
EMP ROF to the same signal, the LLC miss stall discovered in
the signal by EMP ROF’s could be attributed to the application
code in which they occur. To illustrate this, Figure 14 shows
how the spectrum (horizontal axis) for the SPEC CPU2000
benchmark parser changes over time (vertical axis). There are
three distinct regions that can be observed in this spectrogram,
which correspond to three functions in parser. To illustrate
how signal-based attribution would be used in conjunction
with EMP ROF, we (manually) mark the transitions between
these function in the signal as shown by horizontal dashed
lines in Figure 14 and attribute misses in each part of the signal
to the corresponding function. Table V shows EMP ROF’s
results with this attribution. As we see, the batch process
function should be the main target for optimizations that target
LLC misses – it occupies the largest fraction of execution time,
it suffers the highest LLC miss rate, and it has the highest
fraction of its execution time spent on stalls caused by these
LLC misses. We note that this only serves to illustrate how
this attribution would work - finer-grain analysis (à la Spectral
Profiling) of the signal would identify multiple loops in some
of these functions and thus likely provide more precise (and
informative) results than those shown in Table V.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Most modern processors have hardware counters available
for performance measurements [7], [42]–[44]. Operating sys-
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Fig. 14. Spectrogram of SPEC CPU2000 parser benchmark
TABLE V
O BSERVABLE LOOPS IN SPEC CPU2000 parser BENCHMARK
Region
A
B
C

Function
read dictionary
init randtable
batch process

Total Miss
292296
34805
1840246

LLC Miss Rate(per Million Cycles)
2667.71
317.66
16795.47

tems provide an interface to these counters [10], [45], [46]
and profiling tools access CPU registry directly for faster
measurement [47]–[50]. To collect hardware counters a range
of methods from simple aggregation, statistical sampling to
self-monitoring (instrumentation) are available [13]. While
aggregation of counters is collected by operating system on
timer or overflow interrupts and saved on context switch, to
gather information with finer granularity such as per-function,
statistical sampling or instrumentation methods should be used
[13]. To collect desired fine-grained information, high sampling rate or software calls by binary instrumentation should be
used. Increased interrupt rate as well as binary software calls
force overhead (e.g. memory hierarchy pollution) to system
to the point that they may overwhelm the target measurement.
Various studies addressed this observer effects [11]–[13], [51],
[52].
Increase in popularity of embedded systems, hand-held and
IoT devices and insufficient debug infrastructure has increased
the demand for such special profilers for them [5]. Profiling for
the purpose of software optimization is even more important
in resource-constrained devices where performance is vital.
While there are more options in embedded devices for direct
measurement profiling processors such as Logic analyzers (e.g.
[53]), Trace/Debug interfaces, and JTAG interfaces, performance counters are still the preferred profiling method in these
devices. Some architectures including various ARM processors
(e.g Cortex-A9 and Raspberry Pi) which are commonly used in
IoT devices, have no or inaccurate overflow interrupt handling
which prevents them from supporting sampling [13]. Also
adding efficient profiling capabilities to processor can be
costly in terms of die area and power consumption which is
impractical in such devices [54].

Mem Stall Cycles (%)
1.63
0.18
10.17

Avg. Miss Latency (Cycles)
218.71
211.85
217.72

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

This paper presents EMP ROF, a new approach to profile
memory behavior in resource-constrained systems such as
IoT and hand-held devices. EMP ROF does not require any
hardware or software support including hardware counters
or instrumentation in target machine. EMP ROF measures the
EM emanated signal from the processor without any support
or assistance of the device-under-test. Hence, it is totally
observer-effect free and has no interference with the running
application such as memory pollution or frequent interrupts.
It utilizes this fact that signal level drops when processor gets
stalled. By dynamically detecting this signal level, EMP ROF
can accurately find main memory accesses which cause stall in
processor and matter for the purpose of performance profiling
very accurately in execution time. It is also able to measure
effective latency associated with each of these misses.
To validate EMP ROF, microbenchmarks with known memory behavior are used. Also, EMP ROF has been tested on
simulated side-channel signal where EMP ROF is able to
pin-point expected cache misses with 99.1% accuracy in
microbenchmarks and 98.1% in for real applications. Two
Android cellphones and an IoT device have been used to
evaluate EMP ROF. It shows a cumulative 99.5% accuracy
on acquired signal from these devices. We illustrated how
EMP ROF can profile execution even where no other profiler
can be used, such as the boot sequence in these devices.
Moreover EMP ROF can be used with other profilers which
are able to profile execution and attribute EM emanation to
code sections.
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